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A GUIDE TO MERLIN AND 

IT ’S  FEATURES.

Merlin protects people and property by managing 
everyday events and emergencies. Cybersecurity triggers, 
sensor alerts, location-based events, alarms and 
emergency calls from people, giving Security Operations 
Centres (SOC) critical event management in a structured 
way that is easy for operations personnel to use.
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Initsys designs and builds 
unique software using 
modern techniques and 
methods. With an experience 
of nearly all forms of 
transmission of sensor data our 
platform is robust and feature 
rich.

All software is the company’s original 
work, and our programmers pride 
themselves on reliability and clarity of 
the code they produce.

We can support projects worldwide.

Our market is primarily large scale 
integration projects with the emphasis 
on high risk and where absolute security 
is required. We have completed projects 
successfully in most sectors, including 
city, retail, finance, military and
 transportation.

An increasing number of industrial 
control rooms are switching to our 
platform because of its ability to process 
vast amounts of events while filtering 
out much of the day to day noise created 
by poorly performing detection 
equipment. It is this artificial intelligence 
that makes our system genuinely unique 
in this field, false positives often mask a 
real event, something it is almost 
impossible for control room operators to 
identify without statistical help.
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Initsys Merlin NEON edition brings robotic control to the 
Security Operations Centre.

After two years of testing using real data from existing 
clients, our R&D has developed the most effective event 
handling system available anywhere. The new Robots 
found in Merlin give you the capacity to automatically 
deal with alarm signals, building management alerts 
and human interaction. With reliability that outperforms 
humans doing the same task. 

F IVE YEARS OF 
INNOVATION LIGHTS UP NEON. 

A  HISTORY OF MERLIN.6



INITSYS MOVES TO IOT.

In i tsys provides CCTV recording software and systems to 
secur i ty Industry.  Pivots towards IoT devices. 

2005 -  2014

MERLIN AI .

Merl in Ai  is  launched offer ing scr ipt  based event 
management.  And the MRE is introduced.

2015

PHP,  S IP,  NVIDIA.

Merl inPHP, fu l l  SiP Integrat ion and nat ive NVIDIA GPU 
support .

2016

CONSOLE MODE.2017
Console mode is developed for smal ler  control  rooms. 
Simpl i f ies interface where only a handful  of  remote s i tes are 
supported.

MULTI-LANGUAGE AND TIME ZONES.2018 
Merl in becomes mult i - language and with support  for 
mult ip le control  rooms in di fferent t ime zones al lowing 
“ fo l low the sun” GSOC.

2019 SPEC TRUM IS  REDESIGNED

Merl in ’s Video Package is redesigned giv ing support  for 
iGoLive and RTSP.

2020 ROBOTS IN MERLIN.

Robot development works complete,  g iv ing control  room 
access to a number of  new robots and making i t  possible to 
fu l ly  automate event handl ing.

2021 DRAG AND DROP MRE.

Graphical  drag and drop design of  MRE wi l l  be avai lable.
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NEON gives  operators  of  SOC (Secur i t y  Operat ions  Centers) 

and GSOC ( The global  vers ion)  more fac i l i t ies  in  one 

system without  the necess i t y  to  glue together  disparate 

and of ten standalone sof t ware systems.

This  vers ion is  the latest  in  the development  c ycle  of 

M er l in  and br ings  several  innovat ive  features. 

LE T  US INTRODUCE 

MERLIN NEON TO YOU. 
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Incidents of all types require some forethought and 
planning and those plans need to be prepared, tested 
and be easy to implement.

Initsys Merlin Neon Edition brings together all the 
technology, data and vision needed to handle anything 
life can throw at us.

Merlin can deal with a tap that requires a repair giving 
clear, concise instructions of which engineers to call or 
direct a response when a fire in the building gets 
reported, from a simple evidence trail of theft to a major 
terrorist incident.

Health and Safety to Pandemic, Personnel Safety to Cost 
Reporting, Building management to Security, Engineering 
to Response Merlin truly is the tool that allows every 
incident to get a clearance without fuss.
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“I am not sure what we did before we had Merlin. I know 
there was a lot of paper and many mistakes. Now we 
plan, test that response and implement. Almost 
every day, we add new things that could go 
wrong that need a process to clear. Merlin 
keeps us moving that’s for sure.”
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“ The I n i tsys  Video Wal l  module  lets  us  display 
real  t ime CC T V f rom incidents  and selec t  cameras 

based on t ime and date.  I t  a lso  displays 
dashboards,  maps with real  t ime updates  (we use 

i t  to  a ler t  of  f looding)  and incidents/ locat ion 
status.  There  was  no other  technology required, 

just  the wal l  and the hardware -  impress ive!”
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BUILT FOR THE WORLD -  BY THE WORLD. 

I n i tsys  Engineers 
can suppor t ,  des ign 
and implement  your 
control  room. 
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 MRE

This technology creates alerts and processes them based on 
several criteria. Many alerts, or events, can be dealt with fully 
automatically. Those that once required a human to process 
- for example, a warning from an intruder alarm, can be fully 
automated. Including apps for keyholders to self-report and 
be protected while they attend.

The hear t  of  I n i tsys  Mer l in  is  the MRE -  The M er l in 
Rules  Engine.
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“The MRE is a potent tool. It allows us to handle 
most of our intelligence reports, threat analysis 

and events entirely automatically. The robots 
build in neatly and efficiently taking telephone 
calls, analysing CCTV images and providing a 
gateway for feedback that enables us to run 
in a cost-efficient manner. No other platform 

provides this level of reliable automation.”
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Any sensor alert, data input or robot generated warning can enter the MRE.
At any time a threat can be escalated by the automatic recognition made by 
the Ai based threat manager. This technology, introduced in 2016, analyses 
all incoming data and its relevance to any current or recent event, causing a 
rise in the priority of the incidence. 

“Initsys Threat Manager took notice of our daytime fire door incident and 
included it in the evaluation of the threat when the intruder alarm activated. 
Our alarm system had not generated a confirmed alarm because only one 
zone had activated: Police attendance proved that this was a valid event. 
Our alarm company would have missed this incident, and the breach would 
have remained unreported”.
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IT’S YOUR DATA, GET IT!

 
“Merlin NEON dashboards bring 

unparalleled clarity to our data. It is easy 
for our directors to visualise the level of 
threat we are facing and promptly make 

strategic decisions. Making Excel and 
other reporting methods completely 

redundant.”
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The Spec trum module  in  Mer l in  NEON has  the 
most  ex tensive l ibrar y  of  d i rec t ly  connec ted 
CC T V systems.  As  wel l  as  i t ’s  own deep 
learning a lgor i thm,  HaLO (Halt  and Look 
Once)  there  is  nothing e lse  to  pay and no 
requirement  for  thi rd  par t y  tools .

“It’s incredible; Spectrum outperforms 
competing technology that relies on SMTP of the 
transmission of small clips of video by not just 
a few seconds, but in some cases minutes. We 
hadn’t tested before the trial with Merlin NEON 
and its Spectrum module, but they suggested we 
did, and it is a good job, there was no argument 
when we evaluated the presentation speed of 
both systems”.

SPEC TRUM22



HaLO is not just Deep learning. When used with cameras set correctly, it can 
detect objects that outperform humans doing the same recognition task. It 
does not get tired of the job, require a break or get distracted. 

Enhancing technology unique to Spectrum uses deconvolution and image 
stacking to perform pre-evaluation improvements.
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HaLO works on home CCTV and forms 
part of the VSaaS.Cloud system as well 
as CCTV used to protect business.
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“HaLO consistent ly  outper forms 
a  human doing the same job.  I t 
works,  what  more can we say?”
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Spec trum features  I mage Zoom,  Track 
and Zoom,  Pic ture  evaluat ion and 
R TSP feed to  mobi le  appl icat ions  and 
webpages. 
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          CRIS IS  INPUT
30



It’s not just sensors that generate alerts. Humans can do it as well, 
using the Crisis Input module.

Input screens for touch-based terminals and apps for mobile and 
pad technology allow the input of alerts to the system. Using the 
crisis input terminal gives the unparalleled capability for the 
introduction of warnings and alerts for facility management as 
well as those of a more severe nature.

“We use the crisis input module to extend Merlin to site management, 
employee protection and facility management. Indeed, we didn’t 
understand the concept that a user’s call for repair to a broken door 
could clear by the maintenance team from works order to repair by 

the Merlin system. We do now, and we have expanded the SOC use 
far beyond our original brief. With no additional capital cost.”
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“ I n i tsys  demonstrated to  us  how we bui ld  touch 
screen appl icat ions  for  events  to  merge into 

Mer l in  that  do not  have a  s ignal l ing device.  Now 
branch managers,  area  managers  and recept ion 
have unique methods of  p lac ing an event  in  the 

incident  queue.”
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“Using the incident  manager  and invest igat ions 
modules,  we can understand the r isks  and fol low 
the evidence tra i l .  The queues are  v is ible  only  in 

the depar tments  that  need to  see that  t ype of 
inc ident .  Many,  are  dealt  with  outs ide of  the 

SOC,  but  the whole  business  understands these 
costs.  The benef i t  of  Mer l in  is  being fe l t  a l l  over 

the business.”
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Events can be handled by worldwide control rooms 
using the language translation embedded in Merlin 
and the auto-call facility which will ensure contact is 
made in the correct language.
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I n i tsys  Mer l in  can be used Wor ldwide by “dayl ight ” 

control  rooms spread geographical ly  as  the 

work ing day t ransfers  f rom East  to  West ,  so  Mer l in 

automatical ly  ca lculates  the r isk  for  an intrud-

er  and other  events.
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From Publ ic  Sec tor  to  Pr ivate 

-  “ I nc ident  control  and 
pre -planning is  essent ia l  to 

avoid unnecessar y  mistakes”.
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SaaS is provided natively in Merlin, in the 
most secure way, using technology that 
denies remote users direct access to the 
database. All the features are available in 
the most straightforward way, with almost 
no chance of HTML breach or host 
computer hijack. 

Our interface also allows the remote view of 
any CCTV camera connected to the Merlin 
Neon platform without a direct connection 
to the camera or transmission device. From 
the app or SaaS, it doesn’t matter.

SOFT WARE AS A SER VICE (SaaS)38



“Merlin 
Neon as SaaS 
has enabled us to 
create a virtual control 
room throughout the Covid 
emergency. Keeping our employees 
safe while maintaining a very high level of 
protection. And with the full support of our 
IT team - excellent!”
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Applications for mobile use is a current requirement 
for any SOC. Merlin includes Nimbus, and its app 
builder allows the control room to specify, build 
and provide applications to all types of end-users 
without the necessity of using software engineers. 

“We have used Nimbus to build applications for 
our site managers, our service engineers and our 
end-users at the cost of one-tenth of our budget. 
The modules are well thought out and provide all 
the features we require. The ability to cherry-pick 
the features to make a bespoke application is very 
clever indeed”.

APPLICATION42
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LTCO 

Scraper

Trigger  

LiveQuery 

Timers  that  recognise  system fa i lures.

Data  col lec ted f rom ex ternal  sources  l ike 
Twitter  and l ive  news cause creat ion of  a  new 
event  or  a  t r igger  to  be added in  the MRE

Live events  are  escalated by the bot  searching 
for  predef ined and automatical ly  d iscovered 
ac t iv i t y  that  has  a  bear ing on the event  in 
progress.

A struc tured quer y  used to  def ine the 
pathway that  the MRE shal l  use.

LiveReport A push not i f icat ion to  the user,  depending 
on the MRE,  choosing to  make an a ler t  at  th is 
point  giv ing the user  prewarning or  not ice  of 
an event  escalat ing.

LiveCall A te lephone cal l  made automatical ly  by  the 
system to a ler t  a  user  of  an event .  With the 
capabi l i t y  to  l ink  to  an app module  that  wi l l 
protec t  the user  when responding to  an a ler t .

ROBOTS
Robotics  form a  s igni f icant  par t  of  the Mer l in  NEON model . 

The bots   -
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“Reporting in Merlin is a breeze, once set up the 
templates auto populate and automatically send 
to the receiver. MerlinPHP allows the users access 

to their data in real time and many of these reports 
are available there. The security industry has a lot 

to learn from this company.”
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Maps form the heart of a SOC solution that 
requires an easy way to select CCTV 
cameras. The multi-layer approach, as well 
as the 3d innovation in Merlin, gives not just 
the capacity to plot events in real-time but 
also use beacon technology to control 
centralised lighting and personnel tracking.

MAPPING50



Display  events  and incidents  in  real 
t ime and use that  information to 

automatical ly  se lec t  the CC T V camera or 
system nearest  the point  of  ac t iv i t y.

Beacons col lec t  posit ional  information about  staf f  and 
assets.

Selec t  CC T V cameras  and use t r igger  appl icat ions  to  fetch 
recordings  f rom f ie ld  devices.
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